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CONFLICT-MITIGATION
Phiosophs & Methodolog3,

Jan Oberg

Conflict-mitigation is a concept and a methodology that the TFF 'Trans-
national Foundation for Pei,)ce and Future Researchlhas de% eloped to some
extent in its projects in former Yucoslavia. It emphasizes a broad societal
understanding of the conflicts obtained mainly throuch in-depth inter-
viev.ing 'Aith many and aned actors. It is intended to enable the parties
themsehes to solve their o.,kri conflicts to the largest extent possible The

concept of mitigation is used deliberately (rather than solution or media-
tion). It signifies a modest indirect approach providing perspectRes.
concrete proposals and some tools that can be used by the parties them-
selves.

In this paper (presented to the Peace Education Workshop at the ELTR A
Conference in Budapest. November 1993). Jan Oberz summarizes and
discusses the major characteristics of the conflict-mitigation process as it
has been used by the TFF teams.
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Conflict-mittgation is a concept and a rreathodc,:ozy tine TFF

(Transnational Fotir,tiation for Peace and Fc.ture Research. LZA. Sweden

has develope4 to sxre extent Ert zs pria:ects sihr.e Sepcerthe: Sr;' I in former

Yugryslasia (Croatia. Slosem.a_ Serbta_ Bosnia-Hercegovinu, ari,"

which is repone.d in e.g. After Yugotiata - ha!' and Pre-.er::_itz r.r

Koso:o.
It emphasizes a broad L.of:ieral ur..ier:,tah.dir.? of :he corf:ict; obarei

rriainly through ut-dep:h interviee,irs2 with r---aiy a.rid vaned actors. The

TFF teams coasist of experts in c.rinflict-resolution. interriational a.
Yugcislasra ar.d the B a lam. ps y hoaaal ys is. socic 17.:K. and ;c1;maks.= .

It is intended to ser.e a number of purposes:

I First and most importantly. to 1-4lp ease the process and erab:e :;;e
purne themselve: to :obe their o-An CC/n1l:C/7 to the larze:: exter: poi:th!e.

Since people -own- their conflicts our task is no: to present readyrnade

solutions, bat to listen and help them solse their own problems. i.e. playing

the role of 'conflict doctors rather than -3...dg-es

We deliberately use the concept of rnitization ra:her :har ,:.--

rnediatiori. It signifies a modest Indirect approach. producing important
elements of an unbiaseo' understanding of and for the parties and pros iding

perspectives. concrete proposals and some tools which can be used by the

parties thernsels es.
It should be emphasized that this is doe. r-ro-carth errpiri;a; ri

re.:earch rather than simulatich. pure theory deseio;rment or workshop

seminars at a comfortable distance. The world is an ongoing laboratory
experiment 3n conflict management and although it is not without cicuiger to

visit areas with tense conflicts or even open violence. this is what we feel

must also be done by scholars.
Why is it unity. ited? To secure that the team is totally independent and

unbiased and maintains the freedom to seek intet-ie;4s with any party in

any region. This is particularly relevant in complex conflicts with more
than two parties. Funhermere. the ser.se of being at ser. ice - a goodwill

mission is it/..rea.ed and the likelihood increases that vanous parties will

see the teams as a natural Third Party to rely on.

2 TFF studies and missions serve ea,-1:. ..tartuno. prelentive icitizensi

diplomacy, and multi-track diplomacy. Representatis es of gosemmenis and

international organizations such as the UN certainly perform a sery
important function, in many cases of conflict management and peace-

4
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keefing.
But they themselves would be the first to admit the limitations' they

usually get into a c-ranflict when it has already become nor and displayed
violence and they cannot obtain a t4a-..sarier socletal understanding from all
lesels or from parties wtich are not recognized as legitimate actors.
Likewise and with the exception of a few recent conflicts. they cannot get
access to internal conflicts nor approach the problems without the prior
consent of the parties.

NGO experts. independent groups can get access to these parties and
provide helpful insights. precisely because they are informal ard do not
represent any national or international power. They can analyse cornets-.
find facts and suggest creative iolence-pre-sentise measure; at an early
stage and they can, in principle, get into any society and start inters iewinz
various actors and feed this into governments. other NGOs. the United
Nation_s and humanitarian organizations.

To quote a high-ranking UN official from a cons ersation with us: 'The
UN still cannot deal -.still a conflict before it hits the front page of the Ness
York Times. but your type of organization can. and we certainly need
information directly from the conflict spot.'

3 Then there is the problem of peace-rnaLrig negmiauons. mediation.
confidence-building. from the top !as in Geneva, and from belo's a fe
local activities, but generally not,. Our recent field work there makes it
abundantly clear that although the UN peacekeepers. UNPROFOR. are in
place.in Croatia. there are few change agents whose task it is to get the
former combatants into a process of reconciliation. structural change and
peaceful co-ex)stence.

The UN keeps the peace. but how i 1 I future siolence be pre:ented when
the peacekeepers have to withdraw? At present there are no local, regional
or international effons which aim at peace-bwldinz defined as changing the
structures and perceptions that lead to war in the first place. On the
contrary. Serbia as well as Croatia increasingly seem in siew the UN
deployment a; part of their future politico-military designs something
that has already spilled ()set into the Bosnia-Hercegovinian war theatre.

Mitigation teams can make a contribution to peace-making precisely
because they seek a broader societal understanding and understand better

the peace-rnakina potential of civil society. Again, conflicts like these
belong to all society. not just decision-making elites.

Peacemaking represents a major challenge to the international system in



general, The TFF IS In the process of producing a report on peacemaking
possibilities in Ctoat:a with the help of Unptc-:for and the international
community: It seeks ways to circumvent the present stalemate in the
negotiation and reconciliation proc....s there.

4 Contlic.-i-mitieation is an ripen and open-ended process. Traditional
conflict-resolution experts arid mediators work with small selected groups.
usually at the top decision-making level. They take them to faraway
pleasant surroundings and help them deal with their psychological barriers
and successively learn to cooperate and see mutual interests. This is
certainly needed but to create lasting results one must devote considerable
energy in community reconciliation r peace from below and develop
coherent strategies for the implementation of high-lerel -peace plans

Conflict-mitigation places the anal,..tical results and policy-onented
proposals at the (if e,erone in the ionfiuting so ter:, ies who
%sants to listen. We make deliberate use of mass media as well as an
ever-expanding net.). ork of personal contacts, of course predominantly
those we have :nter.iewed.

Next. the reports (or executive summaries of them. are placed at the
disposal of the United Nations. fed Imo the particular bodies that deal with
the situation in this particular country such as various information
collecting desks, assistant secretary generals. envoys and relevant UN
missions. Trie reports are ako sent out to other international organizations.
to ernbassie, relev ant media. hurnanitanan organizations and to the

scholarly community.
Although it may sound very ambitious it is important to he:p no: onl:. the

conflicting partics bu: also the international conirnunir; to understand better
the complexities of conflicts and help them avoid the simplifications that
much policy making is built on 1' We must do something to punish the bad
guys. ) That will increase the likelihood of avoiding taking steps that are
clearly counterproductive from the point of view of peaceful conflict-
resolution. Thr Yugoslav conflicts makes it abundantly clear that such a
need exists within the international community.

5 Where feasible 'we work with drafts or interim rep,irts ...huh the
conflicting parties. are visited to comment on. At the same ume it is crucial
that the team. beim: unb:ased as a non-party to the conflict. pres,ent its own
creative ways and images of future solutions that polarized parties usually
do not see themselves preLisely because they are :ricked into the conflic..



II is o,r experience that this has a considerae
potential with all side, :n a conflict. If 1.1-.ere is ore thing people lack Ir.
tense situations n ts prota!, 33 :CS how n avo:d vence. a:ternatr,e) how
to stop warfare. High-level politicians and many others throughc:iat former
Yugoslavia have. rig shared :heir time and expressed their
appria:ion of the mission's work.

Although it is impossible to measure. it. is Cs:.17 impression that the type of

analyses and proposals that mve delivered to artous panes nave made
a positive contribution and, Ln former Yugoslavia a: leas:. struck a pOit:ne
note of hope vs ith otherwise war-depressive peop:e.

6 If the circumstance, and the conflict-mitigation analyses. the repc-ns
and the respc,ase; so perni:t. the zodAifl charaner of the TrliS.S.1.0/3 is
to kad to an intirr,id Tkird Part:: role. In the case of Kosovo. the TR' has
been invited to a des elop a set of rules for a ft:ture negotiation process.
(b) help negotiate a plan for bringing back Alban:an chAren to the sch-xil,.

help facihtate an informal meeting parallel to the Geneva process and
(di produce a fina repcn on the Kcuy. n issue based up-n the comments
and suggestions of about people on br.,th sides.

Hov to Practise ConfilktMitigation

Conflict-mitigation starts out from hook knov.ledge and oNains a solid
understanding of :he genera: background. be i: histoncal.
economic. psychological or anthropological. through intersiew inz

rurnalist, or diplomats with expertise concerning the
conflicting parties. Books. however. are often outdated in relation to
contemporary conflict circumstances, the ways the) are acted upon during.
let's say. the last 6-12 months. Purely academic studies. further. are less
likely to reflect the intensities. human dimensions and ever:day qualities of
the conflicts

Before departing, experts in Scandinavia and elsewhere have t-zen
approached and their suggestions registered. Next comes the preirrnInar:
contact t4orh. This is easier than man) would beliee at the outset B:.
means of letters and faxes explaining the purpose of the mission. the first
contacts will soon respond and through colleagues at universities who
sometimes are ako politicians) doors surprisingly quick!: will begin to
open. Soon a few present themselves as useful local lialsoni v.ho understand
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the purpos.4. of the rn- and art wiinna Ira teip it r.".,72 thZ .171:.

Mere i:t alw ; be a -4'211-lard list' of personalities that ouzh: to be

inters tew ed such as grnernment officials. party learktrs_ imptr.artz pers..:n.s

in culture. arzs and sztences etc The) can he approached before depar.i.re:

the fess forma! and ...........s hizhly central fiTcres only errerce

after some time on the sp
Mediators and third-pan) inter.enors u.sually empl-fasize the imporiance

of face-to-face communication in the resolution and conciliation stage.

Howe..er. we emphasize fac-e-to-fa,..e corr,rniznicaiih already :he

analytical staze. The analyst coming - as in our case - Ith a totally

different background must ttrzeri ,.ery carefully a: all 5.'.11. fetal fe-,eli to 4

1.3 beir, said ar_d Empathy . therefore, is an importam quality.

We carry oat an :e".dep:i: icrente4 for ahc:a s..c,rne

'.ith tape-recorder with each be ir an sch.r,!ar. pnest. refucee.

opposition leader. popu!ar m. -.Chien: representative. fanner. presidential

iser. military commander. human nghts ad.,ocate. public official.

housewife. pensioned general. taxi:jmer. dissident. Net or a journalist.

Top decisien-makers such as milisters or presidential ad.. isers are.

naturally. a necessity for a comprehensise analysis. In former Yugoslata

ha.,,e inter.iewed aboJt 700 mils iduals at all le..eis and walks of

life. liowe%er. the rj.fl :s that conflicts suld not be anaiy.s.ed as if they

belonged only to those in power and solutions should not tx explored that

only reflect their
We are sometimes asked What is your general metho-dology 7 What is

your sampline method? When field work is carried out in rd, ar zones cm in a

country in - or close to warfare. the rhethziaolozy heo.,rnes rather rn:it h

determined hy the cir.:-w-h.,:arice:. To maintain anything else would be

untruthful. We use oar backs:round know ledze. the liaisons and scholarly

oalleaaues in the country to identify the first set of intersiewees. there is a

number of persons ith v.hm it is always important to speak and with

whom no local facilitators or hosts are needed such as e.e local newspaper

editors. collea2ues to the team members, respected national figures retired

from politics, leading political party spokesrersons etc.

We deal 'A 1th anous circles and liaisons, not just one. In order to enaure

that a broader section of actoN and opinions are presented to us. It is

imperame that the lca ltaisonrit of the team cannot be identified with one

conflict part) or any particular interest group. An independent intellectual.

a research institute, or an NGO can perform in that role. lt must

understand fully the idea of mitigation and hdp identify the broad sanety



of per:ovis the team :hal) m:tel. be Tt)iable_ cw..rnitted. nc
the team at odd 2-,,-;d at-Tana:mg rrr.tetincs and." kee7. a ,f-atry
Preferably tht hase a gc,r-A ability to
interpret intersiesl.ees. It also be this perlon or the
team to make practical arrangements in ts fter. difficult
circw-nstaines.

Experience tells that the firs: sceps are the rnT,st difficult: the rnwe
you have inter. tev.ed. the more are .Ailling to be in:tr-vievied In a
the profess !r,s...b.alls by nself. It is %Ise at the end of a consenaucin
alsi.ays ask the question: si,ho s;.ou:d yo.0 recommend us to Laik to. on yc.iur
side and frorn the opposimmthe other conflicting side? It it, absolutely
recessarf to be - acr,---ss to concrete indisiduak depends z.,r:
their physical presence. urne and skillmgness Ore nr.:0. ignore the
fart that :,..rmeto-nes it yields more useful information to m:erstt'A a deputy
chairman of 3 pol:tica! pam than the chairman: the first may hase
time and dare reseal. for instance. that there are fractions in that par:y
Also. meeting under less formal circumstances. for instance ha-. mg Linch
together a: a cafe. is often more prod::ct.se than meeting in an --,,ffice

One absolute)) essent:al precondition to ;:ez peopie _V?

and feel re:aced is to get through - in -Anting cr both - to the
person v.ith fise messages: What is the TEE'? What Is the :cam s purpose?
Why is the intenie..see essential? What 'A ill be the focus of the talk? What
ssill come out of t - e g. a report' Short professional letters. brochures and
the like are the sine qua non of reaching busy peop)e

We deliberately take for granted dunng the inter.irA szik:ons that the
person. simply put. prefers peace to v.ar knosi.ing ',sell. of Cr:Writ. that
that is not alssay s the case. One set o.f standard que:zions re .ol.e around :he
issue. Y.har do :.ou see a; possible solunon; Like many others sse hase
experienced that the majority of actors look only at yesterday and today but
seem incapable of looking at tomorross and almost all conflicting parties
are more ssilling to talk about the other- than about thernsekes and think
negatively rather than constructisely Thus. conflicts are locked or frozen
rather than opened and solsed.

The intervievs situation itself is structured to inwte the person; to rer7eLt
6n alternati,.e '.1 cluing and idenik5zne (brirtIon !ort2tern; interest.
We therefore al-,says ask questions such as: What v.ould you on your side
have done differently sshen today you look back upon the process that lead
to the present conflictissar' and liov. do you think the other sides>
perceives) your behaviour? or What should a proposal from the other
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contain for you to react constr,ici.isety rin it And: `1" Liate.-d

our goals in this Cr)nctc-t:...hhat is yryur strategy to a-^se them'
in s-,me cas-es it has turned oct z be possit:.le :he

per:onahr; of the inter.ie4ee. With high-rarz
useful to ex.p.re -.4hat shaped personal vaLies and e g how a
particular feeling of guilt or hate has taken roots arid -Alneri and why he or
she decided to join politics.

Obviously. -xe guarante-e afl inters iewed parties their siews

will nest be presented in a manrer making it possible to refer them to any
particular actor. but they will be integrated into the analyses.

The TFF conflict-mitigatiui team Lbes not arri).c. s :th w. pre.conzel.f.d
idea a,. to what could or ,hould be the s-luticn There is no rn....cdel"

general methodology. a considerable back2round knowledge and the
combinaty.n of the team s c,..rnpetences.

Apart from these types of inter. few ees attempt unifr;urd
societ: After all. it Is the c.tizens ..sho mt lea.rn t p. ;: ith

solutions Whereas much conflict mediation remairs pAit. we try to
assess what role features such as energy. infrastrLcure. economic
desekiprnent. transport. education or the media play in the ,:onflict and for
the process ot Lhange towards settlement.

It must he emphasized repeatedly that ttti:ens and 0-,,up.c.

mo:ements and :ari-lec ha:e rear!. e :dca5 althoueh
perhaps considered unrealistic by formal decision-makers and they are
usually not influenced by the option of taking to siolence and repression as
are for instance. implicitly. gosernment representatises. Neither do they
hase the same personal prr.ser insested. We hope to catch this energy
because V. c inter..iew a hroad selection

The inter:ieo.,, and .c,;metirne; con:er:,..wons Aah riur team eun .:er-,e as a

first e)e-opcncr. a .atal:..st to the inter:tev,ee. The method used permits
each of them to recognize something about him- or herself and since a
mitigation effort like this will almost always be Ir.:oked upc.n as a zood;:ill
mission the conflicting parties will take a serious look at the proposals we
present later in reports and discuss them with us.

Immediately upon return. the materials are anal;ced and .i)stemati:ed.
We produce a report and sometimes an interim report and or an execiane
surnmar) of just 5 pages or so that reaches key decision-makers for instance

in the UN system. In the case of Kososo the TFF has worked With groups
of scholars. politicians and media people on both sides v.ho were asked to
give their views on an interim report.

J.
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The reports will offer three things: analyses of the conflicts, a series of
short- and long-term proposals and a manual of conflict-resolution
principles and tools, adapted to the particular actors.

Our mission will not re-write the official history or background to the
conflict but, rather, bring together the human expressions of all these
different people's perceptions and participation in conflicts, their conflicts.
Conflicts do not exist independent of human beings and they do not exist
only between them but also within human beings. It is extremely important,
therefore, to let interviewees speak about their own lives as they relate to
the conflicts.

Such features are spelled out in the report that will also reflect the
multitude of opinions and approaches. By means of anonymous quotations
and descriptions of attitudes it will communicate important facts to all
concerned that have not or could not be articulated. It serves, thus, as a
neutral messenger between parties who perhaps have no contacts but
basically speak bad about each other.

Dissemination of the report through the media in the conflict area is of
particular importance. In Yugoslavia we did this through the international
press centre, and direct contacts with journalists and columnists of leading
dailies, radio and TV stations. Our experience is that this has a positive
effect on the preparedness and attention of citizens as well as high-ranking
decision-makers to deal constructively with resolution and not just
articulating their grievances. This applies to the early stages of the
mission's work in a conflict area and serves also the purpose of making the
mission known locally. In later stages, however, where direct consulting,
mitigation or mediation possibilities, mass media attention is almost always
directly counterproductive.

To offer an example, our report which has also been translated to
Serbo-Croatic suggested the deployment of UN troops as buffers around the
Serbian majority areas in Croatia at a time (October 1991) when the
international community was of the opinion that the United Nations still
could not be engaged in what was considered internal affairs of a member
state and neither Serbia nor Croatia would accept the UN. We have no
concrete evidence that the report influenced high-level decision-makers, but
after our presentation of the report in both republics both parties began to
advocate UN deployment.

Pre:;entation of the report in involved countries and to relevant
international organizati'ms is another very important task. TFF reports on
Yugoslavia reach selected members of the diplomatic community and

I 1
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mediators in the International Conference on the Former Yugoslavia
(ICFY) and thc UN: they reach various media in Yugoslavia and the Nordic
countries. Likewise, they get to humanitarian agencies and conflict-
resolution specialists and networks. We have found it particularly important
to help educate tne genel public in order to balance media reporting
which often focusses on war and violence rather than on possibilities for
resolution and longterm peace and stability. Thus, 3-4000 reports and
books have been sold and distributed over the last couple of years.

To secure that the results are made available to anyone concerned the
report must be written and presented in a way that can reach a broad
audience. Also it must have an executive summary directed at busy
decision-makers and media people. However, because it also contains a
larger analysis and some conflict-resolution tools it permits decision-
makers or others to seek our expertise for direct third-party mediation,
participation in conflict-resolution seminars or whatever, should they so
wish.

Because of the TFF's work in former Yugoslavia, we have been asked by
various actors in several of the republics/states such as parties, research
institutes, popular movements and others to participate with lectures, to
serve as advisers for the establishment of an inter-ethnic study centre, to set
up workshops on reconciliation, to participate in an international NGO
project for peace etc. TFF has served as an informal Third Party between
the federal government of Milan Panic in Belgrade and the leadership in
Kosovo and is an informal adviser to the Kosovo-Albanian leadership.
During 1993 it has devoted its resources to the conflict between Croats and
Serbs in Crotia and the role of the United Nations, engaging also in shuttle
diplomacy and planning of mediation/consultations between the parties.

The ideal conflict-mitigation team consists of one who is a scholarly
expert in the country or region, one psychologist, one conflict-resolution
expert, one international lawyer, one retired diplomat, a writer or jour-
nalist, an assistant-cum-interpreter, i.e., seven persons, perhaps supple-
mented with special expertise relevant for the particular circumstances.

Since it can sometimes be difficult for practical and budgetary reasons to
put together such an ideal team it is possible to carry through the field trip
with only parts of the group if the planning is excellent, competence and
knowledge shared effectively and all the team members contribute to the
writing of the report.

1 2

-
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What Can It Lead To?

TFF perceives this activity as part of a larger commitment. This is the
stages we work with:

literature studies and reliance on other experts;
interviews and analysis
dialogue and conversation over time with key individuals, leading to:
confidence-building with each actor
within the system as a whole
discussion of alternatives to the use of violence
smaller tasks, such as carrying messages between certain parties
advisory tasks, developing concepts and principles to be used by the
parties
shuttle diplomacy, sounding out positions and reporting them fairly to all
indirect dialogues through third parties
presenting parties to a conflict with a mitigation agenda and principles
getting selected parties into a direct dialogue/mediation around the same
table
helping them through implementation upon returning
educating people themselves through courses ahd workshops to handle
their own conflicts towards peace-building
getting out he right time.

This is what can be done with the parties, on the spot. Below follows some
other tasks to be performed vis-a-vis other actors:

analysing what other conflict-mitigators/mediators do and develop
alternatives and niches they do not cover;
informing various UN bodies and, in this case, the Geneva negotiators;
informing media, humanitarian organizations, popular movements etc.;
informing the scholarly and more action-oriented community;
influencing public opinion and decision-makers in our own countries;
assisting those who handle the consequences of the conflicts here such
as immigration authorities, local community, and others (such as
journalists) who seek information about the trouble spot.
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Conflict-Mitigation Principles

We believe that conflict-resolution and -mitigation is a craft as well as an
art. The principles we adhere to in our own work and try to help others

learn are, among others:
Conflict-mitigation means helping others solve their problems, not
imposing our solutions.
Conflicts in and of themselves are positive, a precondition for pluralism,
growth and freedom of the mind. Only some ways we choose to handle
conflicts are bad.
It is more important to determine what a conflict is about than who is the
guilty. Even if the spotted guilty disappeared, the problem would often
still be there. Chasing the guilty means revenge or tit-for-tat and
propels actors further away from a solution.
It is necessary to get to the roots of the conflict and let off steam. But
only constructive views of a common future not quarrels about the past

inspire viable solutions.
To solve a conflict, the parties must perceive it in new ways, think in
new ways and start acting in new ways. Verbal commitment is not
enough,
Identifying interests is more important than locking oneself up in a
position.
Keeping alternatives open is a safe way. Blocking communicating and
stereotyping others is a recipe for locking the conflict.
Procedures, negotiations and the solutions must be based on objective
standards applying to all sides.
There is usually your truth, their truth and a larger truth and people

know it.
Means are goals-in-the-making. Good goals cannot be achieved through

bad means.
There is our side and their side and the relationship. Taking steps to
harm or humiliate the other is counterproductive and not in our interest.
Taking steps that help us and don't harm the relationship is wiser.

. It is wise to develop one's own strategy, stick to it and propagate it,
inviting the other to do the same. Just reciprocating or re-acting to the
other is dangerous. Imitating the wrongdoer makes our deeds wrong. An
eye-for-an-eye will one day make the whole world blind.
Conflicts not only split people, they also unite them. Opponents may
disagree on everything, but they share the judgment that what their
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is about is important to them. That is the key to peace:
recognizing that there is a common problem to be solved. Peace and
conflict-resolution, therefore, does not imply that we give in and act as
nice guys or girls, or accept being bullied around by the tough ones.
Power is not to punish or kill, but to achieve one's own goals together
with others, without harming them and without hindering them from
realizing theirs.
Violence be it physical, psychological, direct or built into a system is

a proof of incompetence and powerlessness in the face of conflicts.
Violence never solves a conflict; it breeds aggression and violence
Problems solved by violence always reappear later.
To solve a conflict implies voluntary agreement on how to achieve a
future better for each and the relationship. A good solution does not
appoint a winner and a loser. It transforms the issue, the perceptions,
attitudes and the behaviour of the parties.
A good solution can also consist in agreeing to disagree and why and
separate from each other in a civilized manner, minimizing pain on all
s:des.
Mitigators do not take sides among parties, like a doctor does not scold a
disease carriei or patient. Mitigators are "conflict doctors" who help the
patients to recover from the disease and prevent relapses. Mitigation is
urgent care and prevention in one. We take a stand against violence and
other kinds of ineffective attempts to solve conflicts.

Further ittformation from:
Transnational Foundation for Peace and Future Research ("I'FF)
Vegagatan 25
S-222 57 Lund, Sweden
Phone: +46-46-145909; Fax +46-46-144512

Three related reports:
After Yugoslavia What?
Preventing Violence and War in Kosovo
Yugoslavia A Conflict Management Crisis
(The reports can be ordered from TH.)
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